BICORN is an R package developed to integrate prior transcription factor binding information and gene expression data for cis-regulatory module (CRM) inference.
Introduction
Transcription factor (TF) binding data are widely available given the rapid development of epigenetic biotechnologies (e.g., ChIP-chip, ChIP-seq, DNase-seq and ATAC-seq), efficient genome-wide binding motif searching algorithms and large-scale databases (e.g., JASPAR, ENCODE and Roadmap). It is well known that gene transcription is mediated by cis-regulatory modules (CRMs) (1) . Inferring TF associations within CRMs is essential to understand how genes are regulated by the combined effect of TFs.
Several software packages can infer de novo CRMs using binding data (2, 3) . However, a major limitation of these packages from the application perspective is that they do not integrate with gene expression data and cannot tell which module is functionally regulating which target genes. Conventional TF-gene regulatory network inference tools (4-7) cannot fully solve this problem because they only predict individual TF-gene interactions.
Here, we present an R package (BICORN) to perform de novo functional CRM inference. 
Model Description
A workflow of BICORN is shown in Fig. 1 . The BICORN software package requires two inputs (i.e., prior bindings and gene expression data) to infer CRMs. Binary prior binding data are used because it is the most common signal format from different resources. For example, many databases can provide potential target genes for a TF query, a binary binding relationship. Using ChIP-seq data, target genes can be directly inferred based on TF binding signals and gene annotation files (8, 9) . For DNase-seq or ATAC-seq data, binding site scanning is a straightforward approach that scans a specific TF binding motif within open chromatin regions near target genes (10) . For gene expression, RNA-seq data are preferred and measured by log-transformed transcripts per million (TPM) values (11) . Microarray data also can be used after proper normalization. BICORN automatically filters out genes either regulated by less than two TFs (the minimum number of TFs required in a CRM) or missing expression data. Instead of performing an exhaustive search on TF combinations (e.g., 2 50 given 50 TFs), a list of candidate CRMs is initially identified by BICORN based on the prior binding events. 
Transcription factor activity (TFA) estimation
A key factor of BICORN that differentiates it from some existing methods is estimating TFA, which is the active proteomic response controlling target gene expression. The correlation of transcripts and proteins (especially protein activities) varies greatly depending on the cellular locations and biological functions of genes (12) . In this study, a TF is treated as a regulatory protein so that it is reasonable to estimate and use TF activity rather than its mRNA expression to fit target gene expression, although the latter usually simplifies the computational complexity. Here, TFA is modeled as a Gaussian process, the value of which is sampled according to a conditional Gaussian distribution.
Regulation strength (RS) estimation
Given a number of TFs, most existing tools only report strong regulators for each gene Table S2 ).
